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(1982)

Patricia M. O’Donnell
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Landscape Architects & Planners, Charlotte,
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Introduction

The 1982 ICOMOS Florence Charter on Historic

Gardens (Florence Charter) was developed at a
meeting of the members of the ICOMOS IFLA

International Committee for Historic Gardens

(now known as the ICOMOS IFLA International

Scientific Committee on Cultural Landscapes) in

Florence on 21 May 1981. The Florence Charter,

a document addressing a specific field of garden

preservation within preservation of historic

resources, was registered by the International

Council on Monuments and Sites (ICOMOS) as

an addendum to the Venice Charter on 15

December 1982. The drafting and acceptance of

this charter as an addition to guiding documents

in the preservation of cultural heritage signaled

an enlargement of the realm of preservation

from consideration of significant architecture

and monuments to include historic gardens and

parks in a range of sizes, which may be associated

with a building or a property important for

a significant landscape. The Florence Charter

ushered in the landscape as a realm for research,

planning, and action in cultural heritage preser-

vation that has progressed and enlarged in 40

years since its registration.
Definition

The Florence Charter is a document approved by

ICOMOS in 1982 that defines historic gardens as

“an architectural and horticultural composition of

interest to the public from the historical and artis-

tic point of view” (ICOMOS Florence Charter:

Article 1). This charter specifically addresses the

conservation of gardens, parks, and commemora-

tive landscapes purposely designed and

constructed of organic and inorganic materials.

Historic garden maintenance, conservation, res-

toration, reconstruction, use, legal protection, and

administrative stewardship are specifically

outlined in this charter. The charter provides

a clear capture of the realm of historic gardens

identifying the composition of the historic garden

as (1982, Article 4, The Florence Charter):

• Its plan and its topography

• Its vegetation, including species, proportions,

color schemes, spacing, and respective heights

• Its structural and decorative features

• Its water, running or still, reflecting the sky
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Further, the charter refers to the setting for the

historic garden, beyond the garden boundaries,

indicating that “The historic garden must be pre-

served in appropriate surroundings. Any alter-

ation of the physical environment which will

endanger the ecological equilibrium must be

prohibited” (1982, Article 4, The Florence Char-

ter). This inclusion of setting heralded the con-

temporary definition of buffer zones for

protection of heritage resources. The Florence

Charter is a touchstone to which professional

practice in the realm of historic gardens and cul-

tural landscapes constantly refers to as

a foundational document framing international

guidance.
Key Issues/Current Debates/Future
Directions/Examples

Leadership by René Pechère, Landscape

Architect

The Committee on Historic Gardens and Sites,

the precursor to today’s ICOMOS IFLA Cultural

Landscape International Scientific Committee,

brought together a group of professionals inter-

ested in historic gardens. The committee first

convened at Fontainebleau in 1971 under the

leadership of René Pechère, a prominent profes-

sional with many notable private and public com-

missions. Pechère served as the president of the

International Federation of Landscape Architects

(IFLA) from 1956 to 1958 and became active

again a decade later, taking charge of forming

and fostering a section on historic gardens. Land-

scapes of historical significance were not popular

topics at the time. Pechère spoke to his colleagues

to convince them to support formation of this

committee, saying: “Nothing starts from nothing,

and it is on your past, on what you are now, that

everything that you will be depends” (Pechère

2011). He defended the formation of an IFLA

Committee on Historic Gardens and Sites n this

way, and his leadership led to the formation of the

committee in 1968 at Sardinia. In the years fol-

lowing, Pechère worked first with Gerda

Gollwitzer, editor of “Garden and Landscape,”

and then brought together a garden history
research team extending beyond the landscape

architecture profession to include “art historians,

architects, botanists, and archaeologists”

(Pechère 2011). He engaged ICOMOS president

Piero Gazzolo in the garden history effort, which

yielded the first meeting of the committee in 1971

in Fontainebleau. Pechère assembled a talented

and experienced team to work on this committee,

founded on a decade of effort. At Florence in

1981, he led the drafting of the Florence Charter,

which ICOMOS approved in 1982.

FromHistoric Gardens to Cultural Landscapes

and Issues for the Future

The ICOMOS (International Charter for the Con-

servation and Restoration of Monuments and

Sites) of 1964 (Venice Charter) is the forbearer

of the Florence Charter and addresses monu-

ments of civilization, citing architectural works

within their urban or rural setting that bear wit-

ness to a civilization, cultural development, or

historical event. The Venice Charter focused on

the conservation of monuments as works of art

and historical evidence, but failed to explicitly

direct such attention to gardens or landscapes. In

fact, the words “landscape” and “garden” do not

appear in the Venice Charter. The Florence Char-

ter, framed 18 years later, sought to enlarge the

consideration of shared global heritage from

monument and site to designed landscape. This

step opened a preservation direction toward the

landscape as cultural heritage worthy of conser-

vation, an expanding understanding that con-

tinues to enlarge through the present day.

The Florence Charter of 1982 was a signal call

to include garden and landscape works created

with purposeful designs as heritage worthy of

conservation and preservation alongside histori-

cally important monuments and sites. The con-

cept of cultural landscapes as expressions of

outstanding universal value was intensely

debated through the 1980s. The entire Lake Dis-

trict of Great Britain was proposed for World

Heritage listing during these years and denied.

Cultural landscapes were added to the World

Heritage Operational Guidelines in 1992 and

defined as defined landscape, designed and cre-

ated intentionally; organically evolved landscape,
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either relict or fossil where the evolutionary

process is ended, or continuing evolved landscape

where contemporary society is present and

evolution continues; and associative cultural

landscape, which have inspired art and literature,

which are places of religious or spiritual beliefs

or embody traditions and intangible aspects of

cultural heritage (UNESCO 2012).

The 20 years from 1992 to 2012 have seen an

increasing interest in and evolution of the recog-

nition and protection of cultural landscape

resources. Based on recent research, the World

Heritage inscriptions of cultural landscapes in the

past two decades number 98 inscribed properties,

representing, in only 20 years, 10 % (10 %) of

total inscriptions (O’Donnell et al. 2012). The

following distribution of types shows:

• 7 clearly defined

• 32 organically evolved – relict

• 73 organically evolved – continuing

• 25 associative

This distribution shows the prevalence of

organically evolved continuing landscapes,

which represent some 75 % of the 98 inscribed

cultural landscape properties. This predominance

also underscores the pivotal issues in retaining

authenticity of the cultural landscape heritage:

managing change while evolution continues. The

threats to the integrity of cultural landscapes are

varied and broadly include population growth

pressures, socioeconomic transformation, climate

change, and human conflict with examples of

urban sprawl, migration, poverty, extractive indus-

tries, modern infrastructure, civil war, and natural

disasters affecting valued cultural landscapes

inscribed on the World Heritage list. This range

of pressures also threatens cultural landscapes of

national, regional, and local significance.

Inscribed cultural landscapes represent

a global range throughout the UNESCO world

regions. The dispersion of properties is listed

with increasing counts top to bottom as:

• 3 in the Arab States

• 10 in Africa

• 15 in Latin America and the Caribbean

• 21 in Asia and the Pacific

• 43 in Europe and North America
Thirty (30) of these inscribed properties are

historic urban landscapes, where global urban

populations coalesce in greater numbers. In

November 2011, UNESCO approved the

UNESCO Historic Urban Landscape Recom-

mendation (HUL), which positions urban cultural

heritage broadly for the first time within consid-

erations of quality of life, economic vitality,

development, industry, tourism, and evolution

of urban centers. This holistic view sees heritage

as a co-contributor to urban vitality in the twenty-

first century. Sparked by out-of-scale develop-

ment proposed adjacent to the core of historic

Vienna, HUL is directed toward all urban places,

each unique and each a place of heritage, enlarg-

ing the notions of the historic center or urban

ensemble to include the broad urban context and

larger setting (Fig. 1).

Cultural landscapes of urban areas, defined

as the combined work of humanity and nature,

generally comprise about half of the settlement

space and contribute significantly to the char-

acter of the place. Buildings represent the other

half and contribute, as a whole, to the scale,

density, and character of the townscape. The

public and private historic urban landscape

expresses traditions and values, both tangible

and intangible, forming an accreted record of

interactions between people and place and

rooting culture in landscape. The historic

urban landscape and the urban cultural land-

scape offer parallel terminology for the same

resources. HUL and urban cultural landscape

both address the entire townscape ensemble of

structures and landscapes, views, hills, slopes,

vegetation, shorelines, rivers, parks, streets,

bridges, walls, residences, commercial build-

ings, transit stops and tracks, and so forth.

These urban features are composed, by human-

ity and nature over time, to establish the urban

character. The contemporary threats to the pro-

tection of urban heritage and to fostering its vital-

ity into the future are myriad. HUL is a vehicle

both for capturing and directing a reinforcement

of traditional values of monument heritage and

for framing and applying a wider framework for

sustaining contemporary and future urban
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heritage values. It encourages stewardship by

diverse urban actors in a collaborative, iterative

process. HUL signals a scale shift that embraces

historic urban cores and the territory around them,

urban and rural. This evolution of foundational

concepts imbedded in the Florence Charter dem-

onstrates over 30 years a transition from precious

garden and parks to cityscape and townscape,

where gardens and parks are elements within a

continuous urban context, all of which has heri-

tage value and intangible and tangible heritage

resources.

Another cultural landscape relevant evolu-

tion within cultural heritage preservation activ-

ity is the emergence of cultural routes and

regional itineraries of large areas or multiple

sites. Recognizing linear corridors of heritage
value, such as the Silk Routes of ancient trade of

transboundary resources and the 150 km

Quebrada de Humahuaca that follows the line

of the Inca Route, Argentina, among others,

captures the heritage of corridor landscapes

marked by human transportation and settlement

uses. While the Agave Landscape and Ancient

Industrial Facilities of Tequila, Mexico, a site

of nearly 35,000 ha, the five regional sites of

the Ifugao province Rice Terraces of the

Philippine Cordilleras, the tentative listed

Cape Winelands Cultural Landscape of South

Africa, and many other agricultural landscapes

bring forward regions that embrace long tradi-

tions of farming, crop production, and related

settlements as integrated land-based cultural

resources (Fig 2).
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The recognition of large-scale heritage

corridors and regional itineraries embraces land-

scapes of place and humanity, living

and evolving or relict, where archeological

resources abound.

There are 91 cultural landscapes inscribed as

World Heritage cultural property and 7 as

mixed properties. This small group of mixed

properties, which are recognized for both out-

standing cultural and natural resources, opens

another avenue for consideration. In cultural

landscapes, we find the intersection of humanity

and nature. At a 2004 US ICOMOS Sympo-

sium, a declaration on heritage landscapes,

which embody cultural and natural resources,

was prepared that captures a pressing issue in

the realm of cultural landscapes and the future

of human society: “There is a convergence of

natural and cultural values in the landscape, and

a growing recognition that the traditional sepa-

ration of nature and culture is a hindrance to

protection, and is no longer sustainable. Fur-

ther, heritage landscape protection is required

at the local, national and global levels in order

to transmit these universally valuable heritage

resources to future generations. . . With this

declaration, we call for increased commitment

to the gamut of preservation and conservation

planning and management efforts to preserve

the universally significant heritage landscapes

of our planet” (2004, US ICOMOS,

Natchitoches Declaration on Heritage Land-

scapes). One of the core challenges of the cur-

rent day is for humanity to embrace a positive

relationship with landscape in all its forms. As

stated in the World Heritage Operational

Guidelines, “Cultural landscapes often reflect

specific techniques of sustainable land use, con-

sidering the characteristics and limits of the

natural environment they are established in,

and a specific spiritual relation to nature. Pro-

tection of cultural landscapes can contribute to

modern techniques of sustainable land use and

can maintain or enhance natural values in the

landscape. The continued existence of tradi-

tional forms of land use supports biological

diversity in many regions of the world”
(UNESCO 2012: 98, item 9). Cultural land-

scapes we live in, enjoy, and learn from each

day are significant cultural resources expressing

historic human endeavor and the qualities of

place with import for tomorrow. By addressing

the cultural value of gardens as the combined

works of humanity and nature, the Florence

Charter began the steps on the path we tread

today. Cultural landscapes are heritage

resources at the junction of our global future.
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Basic Biographical Information

Caleb Adebayo Folorunso (Fig. 1) was born on

13 April 1956. He attended Oyan Grammar

School for his Secondary education and the

famous Igbobi College for his Higher School

Certificate. He graduated from the then Depart-

ment of Archaeology, University of Ibadan, in

1979 with a Bachelor of Arts honors degree with

Second Class Upper Division Certificate. He

completed his Masters in the same department

in 1981 before proceeding to the Universite Paris

I Sorbonne in France for his doctorate degree

program which was successfully defended in

1989. Caleb Folorunso also has a certificate in

African archaeology from the Universite Libre

de Bruxelles, Belgium, under the Erasmus

program in 1989.
Major Accomplishments

Professor Folorunso’s contributions to African

archaeology centered on four main themes,

ethno-archaeology, historical archaeology,
cultural resource management, and archaeology

and tourism. He has written over 30 journal arti-

cles and has contributed more than 20 chapters in

books. His contribution has not been limited to

teaching and research as he has supervised over

15 Master’s Degree dissertations and six Ph.D.

theses. Three of his former doctoral students are

now associate professors in Universities in Nige-

ria while the rest are also occupying research

positions in the Universities.

Professor Folorunso served as Head of Depart-

ment of Archaeology and Anthropology for 10

years, 1995–1997, 2002, and 2005–2010. His ten-

ure witnessed tremendous infrastructural growth

coupled with a strong support for the department

by the university authority in terms of equipment

and facilities. The scholar is currently the chair-

man of University of Ibadan Senior Staff Housing

Committee, a member of Senate, member of sev-

eral academic boards, and a member of Appoint-

ment and Promotions Panel in the University of

Ibadan since 1993.
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